










How was the decision made to eliminate Mandarin Immersion in its present form 
before bringing the cuts to the Board?

● HTES will continue to be a World Language Mandarin Program School.
● Mandarin Immersion at HTES is going through a program adjustment in which the model of

instructional delivery will look different next year

● District enrollment at May 21, 2020 - 5,472.
● Enrollment on August 31, 2020 - 4970 - decrease of 502 students
● Projected district budget deficit of $4.1M for FY2022. According to Arizona Revised Statute,

CCUSD must have a balanced budget by July 1, 2021.

● Because of this, the staffing model for all elementary and secondary schools (number of
teachers/staff are determined per school enrollment) had to be changed and elementary staffing was
aligned to be the same among all the schools as a way to balance the budget.



How was the decision made to eliminate Mandarin Immersion in its present form 
before bringing the cuts to the Board?

● A Reduction in Force had to take place across all 7 schools in CCUSD to account for the budget
loss. This means certified teaching jobs were reduced across all schools as well as classified.
There was also around $2 million dollars cut from the district office departments.

● HTES was reduced from 26 teachers to 21 teachers for SY22. In addition, out of the 7 current
Mandarin staff on campus only two, potentially three, teachers planned to return for the 21 - 22
school year.

● Individual Principals worked with District Staff to examine program options going into 21-22 with
reductions being considered and contracts to go out in March to retain our teachers and staff.

● There was never a Governing Board vote to eliminate the Mandarin Immersion Program at HTES.



Did the District review Mandarin Immersion to determine its viability going 
forward?

● Yes. And we will continue to evaluate viability across all programs next year that include high
school, middle school, and elementary levels. Elementary Specialists, Music/Band, World
Languages, IB, Athletics, CTE offerings and other areas will also be studied.



Is the district willing to work with parents to resurrect Mandarin Immersion for the 
21-22 school year and a long-term solution?

● Yes. Mr. Pettinato and District Staff have met with various individuals already and communicated to
them programs options and what the program could look like if stakeholder groups were able to fund
additional teacher salaries.

● HTES has had a job posting since December for a current open Mandarin teaching position. As of
May 5th, we have not received any properly credentialed candidates.

● Long term sustainable solutions are the target district wide for all programs, and not simply the
Mandarin Program at HTES. This is likely done through tax payer voter initiatives in the form of a
Maintenance and Operations Budget Override.



Overall, how do the World Language Programs impact general education teachers 
and students in terms of funding, class size, and materials?

● Cave Creek has not passed an override since 2007 and has attempted to maintain programs by
cutting expenses and shifting over $2 million from its capital budget over the years to the
Maintenance and Operations budget. In addition, the district has depleted reserves to maintain
programs to a point where the Auditor General’s Office put the district on a watch list of districts “at
highest financial risk.”

● In order to balance the budget for fiscal year 2022, many difficult decisions had to be made to be
able to issue teacher contracts were returned in March. Because of the decline in student count, the
staffing model was changed to reflect equity among schools with and without immersion programs.
This change eliminated variations in class size between immersion programs and regular programs
within the school.



Is the Mandarin Program growing in CCUSD?

● 6th grade and 5th grade Mandarin immersion cohorts at HTES are down almost 50% since the
program’s inception. There are currently 30 6th grade students and 30 5th grade students. Each
cohort started with a group of 50 - 60 students in kindergarten. Due to this attrition rate of almost
50%, the program created inequities for non immersion learners and their class sizes.

● Another obstacle to acknowledge is identifying credentialed Mandarin speaking teachers that are
interested in working in Cave Creek Unified School District. With the loss of the ASU Confucius
Institute it becomes increasingly difficult and costly to hire high quality candidates.



World Language Program Student Enrollment (Jan 2021)

Elementary 
School

(Optional) Sonoran Trails 
Middle School 
(Mandatory) 

Cactus Shadows 
High School

(2 yrs HS credit)

Total

Desert Willow 
(Spanish - 3 

Feeder 
Schools)

285 491 (+206) 453 1,229

Horseshoe 
Trails 

(Mandarin - 2 
Feeder 

Schools)

236 159 (-77) 129 524

Desert Sun 
Academy 

(French - 1 
Feeder School)

101 219 (+118) 161 481



What other areas, if any, were considered and rejected before determining that MI 
needed to be reduced in scope?

● All areas of the budget were considered for reductions with a priority to protect programs that directly
impact graduation requirements. Over sixty percent of the reductions came from districtwide
departments and staffing and roughly forty percent from teaching staff related to reductions in
enrollment. Positions farther from teachers in front of students were evaluated in each department
to determine if positions could be consolidated to be more efficient and keep resources in the
classroom. Staffing at HTES had to be adjusted because of the the need to standardize staffing
across all programs through a common staffing model that treats world language program students
and non world language program students the same. The lack of a voter-approved override plays a
significant part in the district reductions (2007 last one approved).





What other areas were impacted by the budget cuts?

● Other areas impacted by budget cuts included: reorganization of the Teaching and Learning
Department, Transportation, Facilities, Finance/Warehouse, Educational and Community Services
and Instructional Technology and Software Programs. District Office Departments were reduced by
close $2.8 million.



How will the possible passing of a bond in November impact MI (and other cut 
areas) going forward?

● The passage of a bond in November will help the district rebuild vital infrastructure such as
technology, safety and security, athletic improvements, transportation vehicles, and make
improvements to facilities. Having made the tough financial decisions currently to compensate for
the decrease in student count during COVID will give the district a year to evaluate the viability, in
depth, of many district programs.

● The passing of a bond would bring approximately $800,000 a year back to the Maintenance and
Operations budget helping the district address the structural deficit that exists.

● In addition, passage of the bond and the reductions in the Maintenance and Operation budget will
help the district avoid the Auditor General’s “Highest Financial Risk” distinction for fiscal year 2022.



Was Mandarin Immersion cut due to prejudicial reasons?

● No. World Languages, among other initiatives and content areas, has been a key component of
student success for CCUSD. We have had very successful celebrations in our World Language
Programs and will continue to have celebrations, including the Annual Lunar New Year Parade.

● Mandarin World Language is a signature program at HTES that we do not want to lose. Keeping
Mandarin at HTES as a second language for students is a priority so that we can continue to include
diversity in our curriculum and offer increased opportunities for our students to excel in a global
workforce.



Why does Mandarin Immersion need to be restructured while the two other 
(French-DSA & Spanish-DWES) programs were not?

● Both of those program were restructured in various ways and families have been notified.

● Due to the budget reduction, the balancing of staffing between regular education classes and world
language classes for FY 2022 warranted one common staffing model among all elementary schools
in order to ensure equity for all students.

● 58% of the students at DWES are enrolled in Spanish (292 current Spanish students) and the
availability of Spanish-speaking teachers are more readily accessible. The program is also 16 years
old with the highest World Language enrollment at both Middle and High School levels.

● Nevertheless, there were significant changes to the DWES (Spanish) and DSA (French) models that
are being made for next year in order to maintain an immersion-like model as communicated by their
Principals.



Was there any effort made to keep Mandarin Immersion at HTES?

● Yes. As mentioned previously, Mr. Pettinato and District Staff have communicated program
modifications to the Mandarin World Language Program at HTES to the community.

● Beginning next year there will be two pathways for Mandarin students: Novice and Advanced.
● In addition, our ECS Manager is in the final stages of planning before and after school options to

enhance the World Language program option.
● We are still actively pursuing potential funding for an additional Mandarin teacher in order to offer a

Touch of Immersion for all grade levels.



Questions





















GOVERNING BOARD
HR ITEMS

MAY 10, 2021

ADMINISTRATIVE HIRE(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

ROACH, JOANN PRINCIPAL DWES 7/1/21

SARRAINO, JILL PRINCIPAL STMS 7/1/21

CERTIFIED HIRE(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

ABEL, AMY TEACHER STMS 7/30/21

LOVE, KELLY COUNSELOR STMS 7/30/21

HARRELL, DAVID ESS SECONDARY COORDINATOR ESS 7/1/21

BURNS, AMY TEACHER HTES 7/30/21

WAMPFLER, ALEXANDRA TEACHER CSHS 7/30/21

BISSING, NICOLE TEACHER LMES/DSA 7/30/21

HEERDT, MARISSA TEACHER STMS 7/30/21

MORATALLA GALLARDO, JULIO TEACHER DWES 7/30/21

CERTIFIED RE-HIRE(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

GOMEZ-CAMARASA, IRENE TEACHER DWES 7/30/21

WALDEN, ASHLEY TEACHER BMES/DSA 7/30/21

CERTIFIED CHANGE OF STATUS FROM LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

MCCULLOCH, CARRIE TEACHER DSA 7/1/21

CISAR, CATHERINE TEACHER STMS 7/30/21

CERTIFIED ACTION(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

HARTMANN, KRISTI TEACHER CSHS 5/21/21

WILDE, JACOB TEACHER BMES 5/21/21

CERTIFIED LEAVE OF ABSENCE(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

LAZO, LUWIN TEACHER STMS 7/30/21

CERTIFIED SUPPLEMENTAL(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

LINCH, MEGAN TRAINERS FOR PD DSA 4/12/21

COUNSELOR, CSHS

TO

ESS ELEMENTARY COORDINATOR

CERTIFIED ITEMS

ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS



GOVERNING BOARD
HR ITEMS

MAY 10, 2021

TIMMS, LINDA TRAINERS FOR PD DSA 4/12/21

HUGULEY, CHRISTINE TRAINERS FOR PD DSA 4/12/21

BENDER, CAMERON STUCO CSHS SPRING 2021

ZILKA, ALLISON STUCO CSHS SPRING 2021

CUPO, ANDREW DRAMA CSHS SPRING 2021

DOLEZAL, KAREN CHOIR CSHS SPRING 2021

DUO, SUN CHINESE HONOR SOCIETY/CHINESE CSHS SPRING 2021

GUO, LAN CULTURAL STUDENTS UNION CSHS SPRING 2021

SPROUSE, DANAE ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB CSHS SPRING 2021

NAYLOR, JONATHAN ESPORTS CSHS SPRING 2021

SECEMSKI, BRETT (CO-SPONSOR) FALCONS UNIFIED CSHS SPRING 2021

PERRIN, JANELLE (CO-SPONSOR) FALCONS UNIFIED CSHS SPRING 2021

THOMAS, ANGELA FPS - FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVERS CSHS SPRING 2021

TRENTON, JOHN FR HONOR SOCIETY CSHS SPRING 2021

HART, LORI LIT MAG CSHS SPRING 2021

MARANDO, JAMES MATH CLUB CSHS SPRING 2021

GEBEL, SAMANTHA MODEL UN (UNITED NATIONS) CSHS SPRING 2021

BRADY, KEVIN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CSHS SPRING 2021

BINNICKER, JULIE NATIONAL ENGLISH HONOR SOC CSHS SPRING 2021

LAVIGNE, SCOTT NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY CSHS SPRING 2021

ANDERSON, JANET SCIENCE HONOR SOCIETY CSHS SPRING 2021

RAUGHT, JOCELYN SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY CSHS SPRING 2021

GIANNI, GAETANNO TURNING POINT CSHS SPRING 2021

LINEBURG, BRET VETERANS HERITAGE CSHS SPRING 2021

HART, LORI CO-TEACHING YEARBOOK CSHS 5/21/21

ANTONI, RITA ECS ENRICHMENT INSTRUCTOR ECS 4/16/21

CLASSIFIED HIRE(S) POSITION LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

BAIG, MUI BUS DRIVER TRANSPORTATION 4/28/21

FOX, CONSTANCE .5 FTE ECS OFFICE ASSISTANT ECS 7/1/21

FOX, CONSTANCE .5 FTE D.O. RECEPTIONIST ECS 5/3/21

CLASSIFIED CHANGE OF STATUS FROM LOCATION
EFFECTIVE 

DATE

SIVETS, MICHELE DISTRICT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST DISTRICT OFFICE 4/22/21

MACHIN, JILL RECORDS SECRETARY DWES 7/1/21ADMIN. ASST. TO ED SERVICES DEPT.

DISTRICT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST, DO

CLASSIFIED ITEMS

TO



GOVERNING BOARD
HR ITEMS

MAY 10, 2021

RILEY, LEE MARY
.5 FTE ADMIN. ASST. TO DIR. OF 

ECS ECS 7/1/21

BROUSSARD, LISA SPED BUS AIDE TRANSPORTATION 7/1/21

HENDRICKS, PAUL COMPUTER LAB COORD. DSA 7/19/21
CLASSIFIED TEMPORARY SUBSTITUTE 
HIRE(S)/RE-
HIRE(S)/CHANGE(S)/ACTION(S)                              POSITION LOCATION

EFFECTIVE 
DATE

SIVETS, MICHELE CLASSIFIED SUBSTITUTE DISTRICT OFFICE 4/22/21

LETSCH, TARA CLASSIFIED LTS/TEACHER ASST. ECS 4/12/21

MIKEWORTH, CARRIE CLASSIFIED SUBSTITUTE HTES 4/19/21

AREVALO, REBECCA SUB BUS DRIVER TRANSPORTATION 5/20/21

ECS PROG. ASST. ECS
.5 FTE ECS OFFICE ASST. & .5 FTE 

BOOKKEEPER, ECS

BOOKSTORE MGR, CSHS
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